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Fhysics Tutorial: The Gas-O-Vator

Fjóla lives in Iceland in a small house at the top of a medium-sized

cliff above a large bed of very hot rock heated by underground volcanic

activity. She is unhappy because her friends do noi like to come visit

her. One day, il the self-help

section ofthe local bookstore,

she sees a book called "The

Fower of Heat." It turns out to

be a misplaced book about

thermodynamics, but she reads

it anyways, and it gives her an

idea. Fjóla decides to build a

heat-pou,ered elevator to make it easier for her ftiends to visit. The

elevator consists of a moveable column of gas with a piston on top large

enough for a person to stand on. The column initially sits on a patch of
cold ground. The piston is locked in place, so that Fjóla's friend can step

on to the piston from a platform:
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The column is then moved (it's on wheels with nearly frictioniess

bearings so only a negligible amount of work is required to move it)
towards the hot ground. In between, the ground is covered in vegetation

that provides almost perfect insulation between the column and the

ground. The piston is rurlocked during this part and the gas compresses:
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The column then reaches the hot ground, and the gas expands, pushing

Fjóla's friend up to Fjóla:
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The piston is then locked, and the colunn pushed back to the cold

ground, where the gas cools:

Finally, the piston is unlocked and the weight of the piston compresses

the gas back to its original position, ready for Fj óla' s next fíiend to get
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Question 2: The hot rock below Fjóla's cliff has a temperature of
1350K. If the cliff is 20m high, the atmospheric pressure is 100kPa, the

piston has anareaof 0.1m2 and a mass of 50kg, and if Fjóla's friends

each have a mass of 50kg, how many moles of gas does Fjóla need to

put in her column? ¿- ?;4"^ * F'"J
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Question 3: If the cold ground has a temperature of 270K, how tall
should Fjóla build the platform for her fiends to get on the elevator?
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Question 4: Aftel the compression of step 1, what is the final temperafure of the gas
and the frnal heìght of the pist-on, assurning that the gas ìs heliurn? (Hint; what does
conservation of energy tell us'?)
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Quesriom 5: Looking to rcduce a críppling deficir, thc rccrandìc gu, ã.nnr"ni clecide. ro
tax geolhermal ellergy use. They charge 1 lc'óna pe. kJ of energy extracted fi.oir the
grouncl. Flow many krónur will it cost Fjóla each time a f iend comes to visit? (Hint.
only process 2 is relevant for this part)
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